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Animation Writing and Development, : From Script Development to Pitch (Focal Press Visual Effects and Animation)Focal Press, 2005
"The real value of this tome lies in its concise technical approach, offering newcomers various route-maps through the storytelling maze." - Imagine magazine     

       Become a successful Animation Writer!     

       The art.  The craft.  The business.  Animation Writing and Development takes students and...
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Excel for the Math Classroom (Excel for Professionals series)Holy Macro! Books, 2007
This book was born out of a desire to help teachers teach their students math by being engaged in its study, and by showing teachers how they can custombuild visual examples of some of the concepts they are trying to get across to their students. Microsoft Excel is an extremely powerful spreadsheet with literally hundreds of built-in mathematical,...
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Online Worlds: Convergence of the Real and the Virtual (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2009
Virtual worlds are persistent online computer-generated environments where people can interact, whether for work or play, in a manner comparable to the real world. The most popular current example is World of Warcraft, a massively multiplayer online game with eleven million subscribers. However, other virtual worlds, notably Second Life, are not...
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Advances in Software Engineering: International Conference, ASEA 2010Springer, 2011

	Welcome to the Proceedings of the 2010 International Conference on Advanced
	Software Engineering and Its Applications (ASEA 2010) – one of the partnering events
	of the Second International Mega-Conference on Future Generation Information
	Technology (FGIT 2010).


	ASEA brings together researchers from academia and industry...
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Numerical Methods Using Matlab (Ellis Horwood Series in Mathematics & Its Applications)Prentice Hall, 1995


	Our primary aim is to introduce the render to a wide range of numerical algorithms,

	explain their fundamental principles and illustrate their application. The algorithms are

	implemented in the software package ÐœÐ�Ð¢1.Ð›Ð�® because it provides a powerful tool

	to help with these studies.





	Many...
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Adobe After Effects CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012


	Adobe® After Effects® CS6 provides a comprehensive set of 2D and 3D tools

	for compositing, animation, and effects that motion-graphics professionals,

	visual effects artists, web designers, and film and video professionals need.

	After Effects is widely used for digital post-production of film, video, DVD,

	and web...
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Next Generation Geospatial Information: From Digital Image Analysis to Spatiotemporal Databases (ISPRS Book Series)Taylor & Francis, 2005

	With the turn of the century our ability to collect and store geospatial information has increased considerably. This has resulted in ever-increasing amounts of heterogeneous geospatial data, an issue that poses new challenges and opportunities. As these rich sources of data are made available, users rely, now more than ever, on the...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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The Art and Science of HDR Imaging (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Rendering High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes on media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters, then photographers, learned to use low-range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances, rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific...
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Chloroplast Biotechnology: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	In Chloroplast Biotechnology: Methods and Protocols, expert researchers in the field detail many of the methods which are now commonly used in chloroplast molecular biology. Chapters focus on essential background information, applications in tobacco and protocols for plastid transformation in crops and Chlamydomonas and...
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Operating Systems Design and Implementation (3rd Edition) (Prentice Hall Software Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The definitive, up-to-date introduction to operating systems: 
Core principles plus hands-on examples with the new MINIX 3 operating system

 

The...
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Image Processing and Jump Regression Analysis (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The first text to bridge the gap between image processing and jump regression analysis
Recent statistical tools developed to estimate jump curves and surfaces have broad applications, specifically in the area of image processing. Often, significant differences in technical terminologies make communication between the disciplines of image...
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